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Operator: 
 
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. At this time we would like to welcome 
everyone to Wilson, Sons Ltda. 1Q07 results conference call. 
 
Today with us we have, Cezar Baião, CEO, and Felipe Gutterres, CFO and IR. 
 
We would like to inform that all participants will be in listen-only mode during the 
Company’s presentation. After Wilson, Sons’ remarks, there will be a question and 
answer section for industry analysts. At that time, further instructions will be given. 
Should any participant need assistance during this call, please press *0 to reach 
the operator. 
 
Today’s live webcast including both audio and slide show may be accessed 
through Wilson Sons website at wilsonons.com.br/ri. The slide show prepared by 
the management today is available in the website in the investor relations section. 
 
Before proceeding, let me mention that forward-looking statements are based on 
the belief and assumptions of Wilson Sons management and information currently 
available to the Company. They involve risks, uncertainties because they relate to 
future events and therefore depend on circumstances that may or may not occur. 
 
Investors should understand that assumptions related to the macroeconomic 
conditions, industry and other factor could also cause results to differ materially 
from those expressed in such forward looking statements. 
 
Now, I will turn the conference over to CEO, Mr. Baião, who will begin the 
presentation. Mr. Baião, you may begin your conference. 
 
Cezar Baião: 
 
OK, good morning. Good afternoon for the ones in Europe. I would like to inform 
you that we are still with this “greenshoe” period open, which will last us until the 
end of May. And, for this reason, the presentation and the answers to you will be 
limited to figures of the 1Q only. 
 
So, I will comment a little bit about our consolidated results of the 1Q, before 
passing the ball to Felipe. The results of the 1Qof 2007 were good results. We 
increased our revenues by 7%, we managed to improve our operating profit by 
11% and our EBITDA figure jumped up 26%, from US$ 15 million to US$ 19 million 
in 1Q07. I will say that, although you may think we have delivered a strong financial 
result in this 1Q07, I am not happy with our volume figures and for sure we will be 
here working hard on that for the next quarters. 
 
I would also like to talk a little bit about our projects and investments. I am happy to 
say that we delivered next month and started operations of our third PSV, Saveiros 
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Fragata. Fragata is the first PSV built in Brazil with a diesel-electric technology and 
like our other two PSVs, she is also in a long-term contract with Petrobras, 6-years 
contract. 
 
The station of Rio Grande is going well. We are planning to finish it by December 
2007, so we are building our third birth and also in Rio Grande, we are buying two 
cranes and four RPGs, which will increase our capacity and also our productivity in 
our terminal in the South of Brazil. 
 
In towage, we are building six new harbor tugs, which two of them will be delivered 
still this year, in the 2H, so, from July on we are going to receive one more tug and 
later on another tug, which will increase our harbor tug fleet. 
 
I will pass the ball to Felipe, who will give you more details about each of our 
divisions. 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
 
OK, good morning and good afternoon to everybody. 
 
Let me start by operational figures on slide four. With regards to operational 
figures, I have to make a remark: in spite of operational were slightly down, I 
should have some information to give you a more complete picture of the business 
environment.  
 
The number of TEUs moved top about 40 in the period, presenting a slight 
increase, but this increase is explained by our less empty containers movement, 
less shipment movement and less cabotage movement. On the other hand, the 
deep-sea to containers increased by 18% in the period, as you can see in the 
second bar, in the beginning of the slide, on the left side. 
 
Full deep-sea containers have 20% higher prices than the cabotage ones. Besides 
that, it shows an interesting movement in the exports, in Rio Grande and Salvador. 
So, the chicken, for example, increased 69% in terms of movement in this quarter, 
compared to last quarter. Frozen meat, 48%, tobacco, 51%.  
 
Going to Salvador, we have chemical products, 31% higher, 28% higher, and also 
rubber, with 123% higher. 
 
These cargos account for more than 50% of the total container movement in Rio 
Grande and Salvador. So, we have an improved container mix, and, as a result, 
better operational margins in our port terminals. 
 
Going to towage, our tug maneuvers were slightly lower, but we managed to have 
better pricing and we focused on spot-high-margin services during this quarter. 
And, again, better results, as you will see in next slides. 
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Logistics, in logistics we increased our containers moved, transported, by the 
segment, from 13.9 thousand containers to 15.2 thousand containers, and we 
increased our operations from 19 to 25 in 1Q07; basically, because we have more 
clients in the logistics segment, such as, Cenibra, Votorantim and GE. So we 
increased significantly our operations. 
 
This increase, on the first one, in container transport, there was an increase of 9%, 
and in operations of 31%. 
 
In terms of ship agency, our number of calls attended decreased from 1.6 to 1.4, 
but here we have to consider back office services that we also provide. These 
services presented an increase of 16% if you look at containers controlled, and 5% 
in terms of bill of landing issued. These offset the negative trend of the vessel calls. 
So, we have here a high level of back office services to our current clients. 
 
Going to the next charts, I can address the revenues. Our revenues increased 
7.1% in the period, and these revenues were basically explained by better 
container mix in port terminals; improvement in the dedicated port terminal 
operations to the oil and gas industry; better pricing and additional services in 
towage and new clients logistics. If you look at the bar graph in the segmented 
revenues, you can see very clearly that our revenues increased basically in port 
terminals, towage and logistics. 
 
In the next chart, we can talk a little bit more about operating profit. We have 
generated an operating profit 11.2% bigger than last year, reaching US$ 15 million 
in the period. This movement was mainly concentrated in port terminals and 
towage, as a result of better services, additional spot towing and cost control. 
 
Our costs were affected by the exchange variation, but the impact was offset, in 
part, by the control of other operating expenses. As you will see in the period chart. 
 
Here, basically, you can see that our operating profit was concentrated in the port 
terminals and towage. In port terminals, I should, and I have any information about 
port terminals dedicated to the oil and gas industry. Part of the very significant cost 
of these increase was generated by these ports, basically one is in dollar, this US$ 
2.2 million was generated by port terminals dedicated to the oil and gas industry, 
which is very important, because we are taking the opportunity from the booming of 
the oil and gas industry also in port terminals. 
 
Going to the next slide, slide seven, here we will address EBITDA. Our EBITDA 
increased US$ 15.1 million to US$ 19.2 million and here we would like to make a 
comment on that. Basically, in 2006, we had a gain in the acquisition of the port 
terminal dedicated to the oil and gas industry. We bought this terminal for less than 
book value and then we accounted profits in 2006. 
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Obviously, if we consider that in the operating profit, the increase, going back to 
slide 6, would not be 11.2% anymore, but it would be 24%, which is basically in line 
with the EBITDA growth in the period, as you can see in slide seven. So, we had 
27% growth in EBITDA – and that does not consider this non-recurring profit – 
which is in line with the adjusted operating profit variation for the period. 
 
Our EBITDA margin was 23.2% in 1Q07, compared to 19.6% in 1Q06. Basically, 
because we improved revenues and focused our growth in our business segment 
that have higher margins. 
 
In slide eight, the next one, I can explain the profit for the period. If we adjust the 
profit of 1Q06 excluding the non-recurring events of the acquisition of the port 
terminal of the oil and gas industry, and also an intercompany loan that was written 
off in 2006, we would get a profit for the period of US$ 9.6 million for the 1Q06.  
 
As you can see, basically, we increased our profit from US$ 9.6 million to US$ 12 
million. Why? Because we increased margins. As you can see in the bar graph, we 
focused on value-added services, better pricing, took advantage of a better 
container mix, and took the opportunity in the booming of the oil and gas industry. 
But we also looked at cost control more carefully, because of the exchange rate 
impact. All of that combined, made us able to deliver 25.3% more profit than last 
year in the period.  
 
Finally, in the next chart, I would like to show our capital expenditure and leverage 
in the quarter. We invested 72% more in this period compared to 2006. It is in line 
with our expansion plan in port terminals, offshore and towage. We concentrated 
more our investments in offshore and towage in this quarter and port terminals will 
increase the capital expenditure in the next quarters. 
 
In terms of leverage, our currency breakdown is basically the same as we had in 
1Q06. We have almost 100% of our debt denominated in USD.  
 
In terms of net debt, it increased a little bit, compared to 2006, basically because 
we used part of our cash to fund our capital expenditures investments in the 
period. 
 
Now, I would like to thank you and open the space for the Q&A. 
 
John Smith, Phoenix Investments: 
 
Hi, I am John Smith from Phoenix Investments. We observed an EBITDA margin 
improvement in this quarter. What were the major reasons for that? 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
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Basically, we focused on value-added services. We managed to control our costs 
and, as you can see, the port terminals EBITDA margin increased significantly from 
28% in 1Q06 to 31.6% in 1Q07. If you look at the company, we got 19.6% EBITDA 
margin in 2006. In 2007 we got 23.2%. 
 
John Smith: 
 
OK, thank you very much. 
 
Andrew West, Harding Loevner: 
 
Hello, how is it going? I was just wondering if you have any sort of expectations of 
a future volume progression impact on revenues? Margin trend expectations? 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
 
Andrew, again, because of this legal restriction from CVM, we are still in this period 
of the “greenshoe” that is not finished yet, which will last up to the end of May. I 
mean, we could not give you a better guidance. Again, not because we do not 
want, but mainly because we cannot at the moment. 
 
Andrew West: 
 
OK, then could you describe some of the new business you have got coming in? 
You have got a new ship that is coming operational… 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
 
This is public, for sure. As I said in the beginning, Andrew, we have just delivered 
our third PSV, called Fragata. It started operations last month, with a long-term 
contract with Petrobras and the daily rate is 30% higher than the two previous 
PSVs we are now operating, the ones called Albatroz and Gaivota. 
 
So, Fragata has just started operation and with a higher daily rate.  
 
Cezar Baião: 
 
We have higher movement in terminal than we are operating for. We also started 
to provide services to Cenibra, services of warehouse and distribution of pulp. We 
started to operate for Votoratim site also, in January 2007, and we provide services 
of warehouse and distribution of steel products. We have got Sadia, in the South of 
Brazil, and also GE in São Paulo. 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
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And in relation to our container terminal in the South of Brazil, Rio Grande, we are 
now investing in a third birth to increase capacity, which will happen only from 
January 2008 on. 
 
Andrew West: 
 
Alright, very good. Thank you. 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
 
Thank you. 
 
Gabriel Salas, Ecofin: 
 
Good morning, gentleman. You have had a pretty impressive expansion in your 
EBTIDA margin, 3.6% expansion this period. How much of that is because of your 
process mix? Are you prioritizing any more revenue out of higher margin 
operations versus how much is because of fixed costs diluted in a larger portion of 
revenues, like in terms of organic growth? Organic growth is sometimes due to 
EBITDA margin expansion and sometimes is just an improvement of the EBTIDA. 
How is your strategy going forward? If you cannot give us guidance, but explain or 
tell us what type of EBITDA margin are you going to get out of the business 
services you are prioritizing there? 
 
Cezar Baião: 
 
OK, Gabriel, this is Cezar speaking, nice talking to you. For sure, I mean, the 
increase in EBITDA was not because of volume, as you know, our volume did not 
increase in this 1Q compared to 2006. So, this is more related to the quality of 
services we provide in the towage segment, although we had less maneuvers in 
our towage division, but we operated bigger vessels. So, this gives you a better 
EBITDA margin. 
 
And in the container segment, this is more linked to the amount of full containers 
that we have moved, although we moved less TEUs, but we moved more full 
containers, which also give us a much better margin. 
 
I do not know if you want to add anything else? 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
 
I think that, besides that obviously we looked at cost more carefully, because of the 
exchange rate variation, so, if you compare administration costs of last quarter to 
the 1Q06, these were more or less the same, and obviously we increased 
revenues by 7%. 
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But, the explanation of our EBTIDA margin increase was basically because we 
concentrated our revenues in higher value-added services in our business 
segment that have higher margins. 
 
Gabriel Salas:  
 
Thank you 
 
Andrew West, Harding Loevner: 
 
Out of the sort of existing container business and shipping trends, is there any 
message in the change of mix, where there was more of a deep-sea containers 
and, I guess by implication, less cabotage? And, in connection to this, was there 
any implications in terms of competing locations? The volume was driven more by 
costumer differences or differences in shipment preferences? Any sort of 
information on that would be appreciated. 
 
Felipe Gutterres: 
 
Andrew, good question. This is more linked to the fact of the mix between exports 
and imports. In Rio Grande, as you know, we are located in an export region. But, 
because USD came down, imports started to increase, and when import cargo 
starts to increase, you move less empty containers. So, for Rio Grande, this would 
be the main explanation. Although we also had less shipment movements and this 
is because our terminal has been operating very close to capacity in Rio Grande, 
so we lost some shipment cargo, because our windows for the liners are very tight. 
 
Some of them decided to stop their shipment volume to restart again in 2007. But 
this is a small figure. The main figure that I would like to address here is because 
import cargo increased and by that we started to move more full containers than 
before, and less empty. 
 
Andrew West: 
 
Good, thank you. 
 
Cezar Baião: 
 
OK. Again, I would like to thank all of you for being with us in this first conference 
as a listed company in BOVESPA. We are happy to attend you and, again, I would 
like to excuse ourselves for not answering some questions related to guidance of 
future, because of legal restrictions of this “greenshoe” period that we are still in. 
And, again, thank you all. 
 
Operator: 
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Thank you. This concludes today’s Wilson, Sons’ 1Q07 results conference call. 
You may disconnect your lines at this time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


